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Abstract

We present a new version of ProbDiVinE – a parallel tool for verification of probabilistic systems against properties formulated in linear temporal logic. Unlike the previous release [1], the new version of the tool allows for both quantitative and qualitative model-checking. It is also strictly multi-threaded, therefore, protects users from unwanted burden of parallel computing in a distributed-memory environment.

1. Introduction

Model-checking of probabilistic systems splits into qualitative and quantitative branch. While in qualitative verification the procedure decides whether the property holds with probability one or less, in the quantitative approach the procedure decides whether the probability of a certain property meets a given lower or upper bound.

There are several model-checking tools available for qualitative and quantitative verification of probabilistic systems. Similarly to the non-probabilistic case, the tools suffer from the well known state space explosion problem. Therefore, they apply various techniques to fight it and extend the applicability of the tool. For branching time logic, we should mention PRISM [6] – a model-checker that uses symbolic state space representation, or MDP model-checker RAPTURE [2] that builds upon an automatic abstraction refinement and essential state reduction techniques. For linear time logic, the standard partial order reduction was implemented in LiQuor [3]. An alternative approach for coping with the state space explosion is also to investigate alternate computer architectures such as parallel or distributed systems. As an example of this approach we refer to the previous release of ProbDiVinE [1] that was capable of utilizing aggregate memory of computers in a network of interconnected workstations.

In this paper we consider automata-theoretic approach for enumerative LTL model-checking of probabilistic systems represented as Markov decision processes (MDP). The property to be verified is negated and the negation is expressed as a semi-deterministic Büchi automaton [4] which is then multiplied with an MDP of the system under consideration into a product Büchi MDP. Having the graph of the Büchi MDP, the problem of qualitative verification is reduced to the problem of detection of a reachable accepting ergodic component (AEC) in the graph [5]. The detection of AECs may be done in time almost linear with respect to the size of the product MDP. Therefore, the main factor that limits the applicability of a qualitative tool are the memory requirements for storing visited states of the MDP. However, this is not the case in the quantitative approach where the detection of AECs is further succeeded by a transformation of the product MDP into a set of linear inequalities (linear program) to be solved by some linear programming solver. Experience shows, that the solver is the bottleneck point as finding the optimal solution to the linear program is rather expensive in time as compared to the AEC detection. What our tool does to solve the quantitative problem efficiently is that it applies several subtle techniques to decompose the linear program into many smaller ones and uses parallel calls to the solver to partially remedy the limiting computational time factor.

2. ProbDiVinE-MC

First, we would like to state explicitly what are the differences between the previous release, referred to as ProbDiVinE, and the new version, referred to as ProbDiVinE-MC. ProbDiVinE [1] allows users to perform parallel verification of qualitative aspects of probabilistic systems using distributed-memory environment, i.e. using aggregate power of computers in a cluster. On the other hand, ProbDiVinE-MC allows users to perform both parallel qualitative and parallel quantitative verification of probabilistic systems using shared-memory environment. Shared-memory parallelism became popular in recent years mainly due to the general availability of multicored CPUs and due to the fact that unlike the distributed-memory applications, shared-memory applications are eas-
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3. Experimental evaluation

We have implemented the tool using the DiVinE Library and generally available LP solver \texttt{lpsolve}. We run a set of experiments on machines equipped with Intel Xeon 5130 and AMD Opteron(tm) 885 processors allowing us efficiently measure the performance of the tool when using 1 to 8 threads. In this paper we report on two different experiments related to quantitative verification only.

The table in Figure 1.a) captures the size of the linear programming problem (the number of inequalities to be solved by an LP solver) for five different models before and after the application of our reduction techniques. The first column (whole graph) gives the size before any reduction, the second column (reduced graph) gives the size when redundant inequalities were removed, and the third column (largest subproblem) gives the maximal size of a subproblem solved by an LP solver. Note that in some cases (largest subproblem = 0) we were able to find the global solution without calling LP solver at all. The size of the problem plays a crucial role in the performance of the tool. For example, the time consumed by the \texttt{lpsolve} to solve the model of Philosophers (Phils) was more than 2 days in the case of the whole graph, 45 minutes in the case of the reduced graph, and only 38 seconds, when all our reduction techniques were applied.

The verification process involves the parallel detection of AECs in an implicitly given graph, parallel detection and removal of redundant inequalities in the linear program, parallel decomposition of the linear program into subprograms, and all the concurrent calls to the LP solver. Figure 1.b) reports on the overall speed-up in the verification process we achieved using our tool on various number of CPU cores. We claim that our approach is quite successful as overall runtimes tend to decrease as more CPU cores are used. The tool is available at \url{http://anna.fi.muni.cz/probdivine}.
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